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Abstract

Institutional shareholder stewardship codes (‘stewardship codes’) exist in many jurisdictions. They reflect the growing importance of institutional shareholders in capital markets, and a belief that increased engagement by institutional shareholders improves corporate decision-making and provides protection against excessive risk-taking.

In theory, there is considerable sense in shareholders undertaking their stewardship activities collectively. By acting collectively, shareholders leverage their power, pool their resources and share costs, thereby making stewardship more feasible and less speculative. Consistently, the stewardship codes of many jurisdictions refer to, and implicitly support, collective action by institutional investors.

This paper examines the role of collective action as a form of stewardship, with particular reference to the Australian context. Australia provides favourable conditions for institutional investor stewardship and is, therefore, an interesting case study concerning the potential of collective action as a stewardship tool.

This paper’s examination of collective action in Australia reveals, however, a nuanced image of this governance practice. Evidence indicates that investors do not routinely engage in direct forms of collective action, such as forming a coalition for the purpose of intervening in a company’s governance. Instead, investors more typically leverage their collective influence through intermediary organisations, such as industry bodies and service providers that undertake behind-the-scenes engagement activities for investors.

The nuanced image of collective action emerging from the Australian experience highlights that collective action by institutional shareholders is by no means a simple governance phenomenon. The paper explores the implications of this insight for how securities and takeover laws apply to collective action, and how the issuers of stewardship codes frame their codes’ expectations regarding collective action. This analysis is relevant to policy makers, regulators and researchers who are interested in the role and regulation of collective action as a corporate governance tool.
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I Introduction

The global financial crisis gave rise to competing narratives about shareholders and their engagement in corporate governance. A common view in the United States depicted shareholders as instigators of the crisis, by placing pressure on corporate managers to engage in excessive risk-taking to increase profitability. A similarly negative view of shareholders arguably underpins recent US developments, such as the common ownership debate and the Business Roundtable’s recently announced jettisoning of a shareholder-centred conception of corporate purpose, in favour of a stakeholder paradigm.

A different interpretation of the global financial crisis prevailed in a number of other jurisdictions, including the United Kingdom, where the real problem was perceived to be lack of shareholder participation in corporate governance. This explanation of the crisis was based on a positive narrative concerning the corporate governance potential of shareholders. According to this narrative, greater
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engagement by institutional investors is a beneficial corporate governance technique,\(^6\) which operates as a check on centralised managerial power.\(^7\)

Shareholder stewardship codes (‘stewardship codes’) embody this positive narrative. They reflect the growing importance of institutional investors in capital markets around the world,\(^8\) and the belief that increased engagement by institutional investors improves corporate decision-making and provides protection against excessive risk-taking.\(^9\)

From the perspective of the positive narrative, there is considerable sense in shareholders undertaking their stewardship activities collectively. By acting collectively, shareholders can leverage their power, pool their resources and share costs, thereby making stewardship more feasible and less speculative. The Walker Review, for example, encouraged ‘strengthening methods of collaboration among shareholders with similar concerns’, on the basis that boards of directors were more likely to be responsive to collective, as opposed to individual, shareholder pressure.\(^10\) The stewardship codes of many jurisdictions today refer to, and implicitly support, collective action by institutional investors.\(^11\)

In contrast, for critics of shareholder participation in corporate governance, collective action merely exacerbates the risks posed by shareholder power.\(^12\) Activist hedge funds engaged in coordinated conduct have accordingly been described as ‘locusts’\(^13\) and ‘wolf packs’.\(^14\)

---

\(^6\) See, eg, Financial Reporting Council, *The UK Stewardship Code 2020* (October 2019) 4 (referring to the potential for stewardship to ‘create long-term value for clients and beneficiaries leading to sustainable benefits for the economy, the environment and society’) (‘UK Code’).

\(^7\) See Walker Review (n 5) [5.11]–[5.12].

\(^8\) See, eg, Securities and Exchange Board of India, ‘Report Submitted by the Committee on Corporate Governance’ (5 October 2017) 93 (noting that, as a result of this increasing importance, institutional investors are ‘expected to shoulder greater responsibility towards their clients/beneficiaries by enhancing their monitoring of and engagement with their investee companies’).


\(^10\) Walker Review (n 5) [5.43].

\(^11\) See below, Part III.


\(^14\) In the United States, ‘wolf pack’ refers to the situation where an intervention by an activist hedge fund against a company gains momentum as a result of other activist hedge funds buying into the target company. It is claimed this results in activist hedge funds holding, collectively, a material proportion of the target company’s shares, exerting significant pressure on the target’s board to acquiesce to the lead hedge fund’s demands. Commentators
This chapter examines the role of collective action as a form of stewardship, with particular reference to the Australian context. This is because Australia provides favourable conditions for institutional investor stewardship and is therefore an interesting case study concerning the potential of collective action as a stewardship tool. In particular, Australian law provides shareholders with favourable shareholder rights and Australia has a capital market structure that is conducive to investor stewardship, including high levels of institutional ownership and low levels of controlling stakes held by non-institutional blockholders. As a result, Australia is one of only four jurisdictions — together with the United Kingdom, the United States and Canada — which the OECD classifies as having a dispersed ownership structure for listed companies. Yet share ownership in Australia is concentrated in the sense that relatively small groups of shareholders tend to hold a significant proportion of a company’s shares. Studies covering different periods between 1990 and 2006 have found that on average the 20 largest shareholders in an Australian listed company (a significant proportion of which are institutional investors) hold between 60–70% of the company’s shares.

These conditions suggest that it would make considerable sense for institutional investors in Australian listed companies to undertake their stewardship activities collectively. In many companies, the collective voting power of even a handful of institutions is likely to represent a very significant proportion of a company’s issued capital, giving those institutions potentially significant collective leverage.

Yet the reality of collective action in Australia is more complicated. Among other things, Australia’s stewardship codes address collective action briefly and in very general terms only. Moreover, evidence reveals that, insofar as investors seek to exert collective influence in their stewardship activities, they typically favour indirect forms of collective action. That is, rather than wielding influence by entering into ad hoc coalitions with fellow investors, they more routinely channel...
collective influence through representative organisations and industry intermediaries, such as industry bodies and engagement firms.

This chapter examines these developments. It argues that the nuanced image of collective action emerging from the Australian experience highlights that collective action is by no means a simple governance phenomenon. This has implications for how stewardship codes frame their expectations regarding collective action and how securities and takeover laws apply to collective action. These insights are relevant, both in Australia and internationally, to policy makers, regulators and researchers who are interested in the role and regulation of collective action as a stewardship tool.

The chapter proceeds as follows. Part II provides an overview of the development of stewardship in Australia. Part III discusses the significance of collective action within the general stewardship framework. Part IV assesses the nature and role of collective action as a stewardship tool in Australia. Parts V and VI conclude and outline key insights from the analysis.

II Stewardship Codes in Australia

1 The Evolution of Stewardship Codes in Australia

By international standards, Australia was a late convert to stewardship codes. According to some industry representatives, the fact that Australia had emerged relatively unscathed from the global financial crisis meant that the crisis did not initially prompt the same degree of scrutiny of investors’ role in corporate governance, as it did in other countries.

As stewardship codes were spreading internationally during the early years of this decade, Australian asset owners and asset managers were in fact resisting the introduction of a stewardship code in Australia. In 2012, the two peak industry bodies for asset owners and asset managers made submissions to a government inquiry, arguing that a stewardship code was unnecessary. The industry bodies claimed that Australia already had a strong culture of company-shareholder engagement and that a

---

20 As explained below, Australian industry bodies adopted stewardship codes in 2017 and 2018. By this time, codes had already been adopted in approximately 20 other jurisdictions: Alice Klettner, ‘The Impact of Stewardship Codes on Corporate Governance and Sustainability’ (2017) 23 NZ Business LQ 259, 274.

21 MSCI and Responsible Investor, Stewardship and ESG Integration in the Asia-Pacific Region (2016) 14–15 (quoting industry representatives to this effect).

22 Eg, pension funds (more commonly known as ‘superannuation’ funds in Australia).

23 Eg, fund managers.

number of existing industry-promulgated guidelines covered matters commonly addressed in stewardship codes.\textsuperscript{25} One submission noted, somewhat dismissively:

While the UK Stewardship Code is an important international precedent … ACSI does not believe that a similar instrument is necessary for Australian investors … [W]e believe that if a similar code were to be introduced in Australia, it would be somewhat inconsequential and potentially send confusing signals to companies and investors.\textsuperscript{26}

However, the industry eventually relented. It was conscious of mounting criticism regarding the adequacy and transparency of institutions’ engagement activities\textsuperscript{27} and was also concerned that a failure to adopt a stewardship code would threaten the international standing of Australia’s fund management sector.\textsuperscript{28} The industry’s two peak bodies took the initiative. The Financial Services Council (‘FSC’) issued \textit{FSC Standard 23: Principles of Internal Governance and Asset Stewardship} in July 2017 (‘FSC Code’). The Australian Council of Superannuation Investors (‘ACSI’) published the \textit{Australian Asset Owner Stewardship Code} in May 2018 (the ‘ACSI Code’).

It is not apparent from the public record why these industry bodies formulated separate codes. A likely explanation lies in the different institutional roots of the FSC and ACSI. The FSC is a representative body for asset management firms, insurance companies, financial advisers, and other financial services firms.\textsuperscript{29} The asset managers and asset owners that are included in its membership generally form part of commercial banks, insurance companies and other financial conglomerates.

In contrast, ACSI is the peak body for particular types of asset owners; namely, public sector superannuation funds, Australia’s ‘industry’ superannuation funds,\textsuperscript{30} and a handful of overseas pension

\textsuperscript{25} Australian Council of Superannuation Investors, \textit{Submission to Corporations and Markets Advisory Committee— The AGM and Shareholder Engagement} (21 December 2012) 3, 6, 8 (claiming that industry had already adopted broadly-equivalent governance guidelines such as UNPRI and rules requiring disclosure of voting practices by pension funds); Financial Services Council, \textit{FSC Submission — Future of the AGM} (31 December 2012) 9 (claiming that elements of the UK Stewardship Code had already been adopted in Australia such as the FSC’s guidance regarding managing conflicts of interest and disclosing proxy voting activities).

\textsuperscript{26} Australian Council of Superannuation Investors (n 25) 8.

\textsuperscript{27} Australian Council of Superannuation Investors, \textit{Asset Owner Stewardship Code Can Build Trust} (May 2018). For an example of criticism, see Guerdon Associates, \textit{Pressure on Asset Managers and Proxy Advisers to Lift Their Game — But Not in Australia} (12 December 2016).

\textsuperscript{28} Financial Services Council and Alliance Bernstein, \textit{Setting the Standard: Fund Managers Lift Their Game} (February 2018) 2–3.


\textsuperscript{30} The name ‘industry’ superannuation fund (hereafter, ‘industry superannuation fund’) recognises that these funds were originally established to provide retirement savings for workers in particular industries; however, most are now open to the general public; Australian Super, \textit{Retail or Industry Super Funds, What is the Difference?} <www.australiansuper.com/superannuation/superannuation-articles/2018/10/retail-or-industry-super-funds> accessed 3 December 2019.
funds.31 ACSI’s member funds tend not form part of commercial financial conglomerates and the sponsors of these funds do not seek to derive profits from operating them.32 The industry superannuation funds, which comprise the majority of ACSI’s fund members, have their origins in initiatives by trade unions in the 1980s to extend occupational superannuation coverage throughout the Australian workforce.33 The industry superannuation funds have grown significantly on the back of Australia’s mandatory retirement savings scheme, making them powerful participants in the funds management sector.34 There exists commercial tension between the memberships of the FSC and ACSI because of the significant growth of industry superannuation funds relative to the superannuation funds operated by banks and other financial conglomerates which are members of the FSC.35 It is conceivable that these distinct institutional roots and commercial tensions explain why the FSC and ACSI adopted separate approaches to the development of stewardship codes.

When they issued their respective codes, both the FSC and ACSI were self-consciously taking a different approach to the issuers of codes in other jurisdictions. The FSC Code notes that ‘unlike other stewardship codes which focus on asset stewardship and conflicts of interest, the FSC [Code] takes a broader view and also includes the internal governance of the Asset Manager’.36 In the media release announcing the publication of its code, ACSI acknowledged the existence of overseas codes but commented: ‘However, this is the first stewardship code to focus exclusively on the activities of Australian asset owners’.37 Both the FSC and ACSI had a relatively long tradition of policy formulation in relation to corporate governance matters — including in the area of institutional investors’ governance activities38 — which may explain their intentionally distinctive approaches.

34 Mees and Smith report that industry superannuation funds have tripled their market share since the mid-nineties: Bernard Mees and Sherene A Smith, ‘Corporate Governance Reform in Australia: A New Institutional Approach’ (2019) 30 British Journal of Management 75, 76–7.
35 A notable example of this tension occurred in 2018 when the industry superannuation funds commissioned the ‘fox in the hen house’ television advertisement. The advertisement portrayed the FSC’s members as foxes whose ‘for profit’ business model threatened the retirement savings (ie, hens) of Australian workers: Joanna Mather, ‘Union Funds call a Truce’ The Australian Financial Review (Sydney, 24 September 2018) 1.
38 As explained by each of the organisations in their submissions to the government inquiry referred to above in n 25.
In summary, stewardship codes in Australia are an industry-led initiative. Instead of being imposed by an external party to encourage changes in how investors engage in corporate governance, they have been adopted by industry bodies as a response to scrutiny of investors’ governance activities. Their development has also been influenced by Australia’s very particular institutional and market context.

2 Overview of the Australian Codes

(a) The FSC Code

The FSC Code is applicable to institutions which are full members of the FSC and undertake asset management functions. Full members of the FSC include Australian and international fund managers. Klettner reports that, as at 2018, the 50 full members who were bound by the code managed a large majority of total funds under management in Australia.

The FSC Code addresses not only the internal governance of asset managers, but also their stewardship activities. In relation to stewardship, the FSC Code states that asset managers ‘should’ exercise effective stewardship over their investments, encourage investee companies to meet the highest standards of governance and ethical practices, and use the ‘tools’ available to investors to hold boards and executives accountable.

The FSC Code does not, however, prescribe the stewardship activities that investors should take to achieve these objectives. Instead, it adopts a non-prescriptive, disclosure-based approach. That is, it requires investors to disclose their approach to stewardship and provides guidance regarding matters which investors’ disclosures should address. However, the guidance is limited to seven brief bullet points which merely identify relevant disclosure topics. These bullet points refer to monitoring of company performance; engagement with companies and escalation of issues which are not addressed through initial engagement efforts; use of ESG considerations in investment decision-making and engagement activities; approach to voting; collaborative engagement with other investors; approach to policy advocacy; and approach to engaging with clients regarding stewardship. The FSC Code permits

---

39 FSC Code (n 36) 4.
41 Klettner (n 20) 260.
42 For example, the FSC Code requires asset managers to make disclosures regarding their ownership, structure, internal governance, and the experience and competencies of their key personnel: FSC Code (n 36) 8–9.
43 Ibid 7.
44 Ibid 10.
45 The FSC Code requires asset managers to report against the code at the end of each financial year, commencing with the financial year ended 30 June 2019: ibid.
46 Ibid.
47 Ibid.
investors to determine how much to disclose in relation to these topics. The code operates on an ‘if not, why not’ basis, which means that, if investors do not undertake activities referred to in the bullet points, they must explain why.\textsuperscript{48} The FSC Code takes the view that requiring investors to publicly explain their approach to stewardship will encourage them to improve their approach to stewardship.\textsuperscript{49}

An interesting feature of the FSC Code is that environmental, social and governance (‘ESG’) considerations are not seen as a central or defining element of stewardship. Instead, as noted in the previous paragraph, ESG-focused stewardship is simply listed by the code as one of several stewardship activities.

\textit{(b) The ACSI Code}

The ACSI Code applies to asset owners who choose to become signatories to the code.\textsuperscript{50} As at November 2019, there were 15 signatories, comprised solely of Australian public sector and industry superannuation funds.\textsuperscript{51} This represents almost 40 percent of ACSI’s membership base.\textsuperscript{52}

The ACSI Code sets out six principles. Three of them state that investors ‘should’ undertake specific types of stewardship activity, namely: (i) engage with companies; (ii) monitor asset managers’ stewardship activities; and (iii) encourage better alignment of the financial system and regulatory policy with the interests of long-term investors.\textsuperscript{53} The other three principles provide that investors ‘should’ make certain disclosures regarding stewardship, namely: (i) disclose publicly how they approach their stewardship responsibilities; (ii) disclose publicly their policy for voting at company meetings and their voting activities; and (iii) report to beneficiaries regarding their stewardship activities.\textsuperscript{54}

The ACSI Code also operates on an ‘if not, why not’ basis. The Code requires signatories to have published a ‘stewardship statement’ by 30 September 2019 explaining the extent to which they comply

\textsuperscript{48} Ibid 8.

\textsuperscript{49} Ibid (noting that ‘good practice will develop organically’ as a result of these disclosure requirements).

\textsuperscript{50} Australian Council of Superannuation Investors, \textit{Australian Asset Owner Stewardship Code} (May 2018) 5 (‘ACSI Code’).

\textsuperscript{51} Australian Council of Superannuation Investors, ‘Australian Asset Owner Stewardship Code’ <www.acsi.org.au/publications-1/australian-asset-owner-stewardship-code.html> accessed 22 November 2019. ACSI’s website discloses that it has six international members (including CalPERS and the United Kingdom’s Universities Superannuation Scheme). However, none of these international members are shown on ACSI’s website as signatories to the ACSI Code.

\textsuperscript{52} Australian Council of Superannuation Investors (n 31).

\textsuperscript{53} ACSI Code (n 50) Principles 3, 4 and 5.

\textsuperscript{54} Ibid Principles 1, 2 and 6.
with the code’s six principles.\textsuperscript{55} If signatories do not comply, they must explain why.\textsuperscript{56} Signatories are ‘encouraged’ to revise their statements every two years.\textsuperscript{57}

Whereas the FSC Code simply references ESG-focused stewardship as one of several stewardship activities, the ACSI Code envisages that ESG considerations will play a fundamental role in shaping investors’ overall approach towards stewardship. The ACSI Code states that ‘ACSI members … are committed to incorporating environmental, social and governance (ESG) considerations into their investment strategies and engaging collaboratively with companies to improve their ESG performance’\textsuperscript{58} It defines stewardship as ‘the responsibility asset owners have to exercise their ownership rights to protect and enhance long-term investment value for their beneficiaries by promoting sustainable value creation’.\textsuperscript{59}

\textit{(c) Calls for a Revised Approach to Stewardship in Australia}

Although they are non-mandatory and non-prescriptive, both the ACSI Code and the FSC Code assume that they will improve stewardship practices by requiring investors to disclose their approach to stewardship.\textsuperscript{60} However, within a year of issuing the ACSI Code, ACSI has already raised doubts regarding the efficacy of this approach and, in May 2019, published a discussion paper calling for reform of Australia’s approach to stewardship.\textsuperscript{61} The paper expresses concern about variations in investors’ stewardship practices and argues for the imposition of minimum standards of stewardship, potentially as part of a regulatory, rather than industry-based, initiative.\textsuperscript{62} Casting doubt on the existing, fragmented industry approach towards stewardship, ACSI states that one outcome of the review should be the introduction of a single stewardship code that is applicable to all institutional investors.\textsuperscript{63} ACSI claims that requiring all institutions to report against the requirements of a single code would facilitate comparison and assessment of the stewardship practices of different investors.\textsuperscript{64} To date, there have

\textsuperscript{55} Ibid 5–6.

\textsuperscript{56} Ibid 6.

\textsuperscript{57} Ibid 5.

\textsuperscript{58} Ibid 4.

\textsuperscript{59} Ibid 5.

\textsuperscript{60} See above n 49 in relation to the FSC Code. The ACSI Code states that transparency ‘will lead to increased accountability for asset owners to beneficiaries and other stakeholders’: ACSI Code (n 50) 5.


\textsuperscript{62} Specifically, ACSI argues that the review should focus on ‘what effective stewardship entails, what the minimum expectations should be, and how to strike the right balance between regulation and voluntary codes’: ibid 5.

\textsuperscript{63} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{64} Ibid.
been no apparent attempts by the financial sector, the government or the regulator to initiate the review called for by ACSI.

III  Collective Action and Stewardship

1  The Potential of Collective Action as a Stewardship Tool

A shareholder who wishes to participate in a company’s governance faces a potentially challenging cost/benefit analysis.65 This cost/benefit analysis can be particularly challenging for institutional investors, given the large number of investments in their diversified portfolios, free-riding concerns, the pressure to seek economies in their governance activities owing to industry competition, and conflicts of interest.66 As a result of these considerations, some commentators have queried whether in fact institutions have sufficient incentives to act as stewards.67

Collective action, however, has the potential to make stewardship more feasible. By acting collectively, shareholders can pool their resources, share the costs of their stewardship activities, and leverage their influence.68 As a consequence, stewardship may be significantly less speculative and more cost effective if undertaken collectively rather than individually.

The potential governance benefits of collective action mean that collective action is generally recognised by stewardship codes as a desirable stewardship tool. However, codes can differ in terms of the emphasis they place on collective action. In the United States, stewardship principles were adopted in 2017 by the Investor Stewardship Group.69 Although the principles contemplate collaboration between institutional investors, this appears to be directed at adopting and implementing corporate governance/stewardship principles, rather than as an activity undertaken to facilitate engagement with companies.70 The UK Code is far more direct and specific about collective action than its US counterpart. For example, Principle 10 of the UK Code states that institutional investors should ‘where

---


67 See, eg, Ronald J Gilson and Jeffrey N Gordon, ‘The Agency Costs of Agency Capitalism: Activist Investors and the Revaluation of Governance Rights’ (2013) 113 Columbia LR 863, 868–9. See also Chapter [Jill Fisch’s chapter], which argues that index funds have particularly limited incentives to engage in stewardship.


70 Ibid Principle F.
necessary, participate in collaborative engagement to influence issuers’. Principle 10 requires signatories to disclose the collaborative engagement they undertake and the reasons why.\(^{72}\)

2 **The Australian Codes and Collective Action**

Neither of the Australian Codes obliges, or even explicitly encourages, investors to undertake any form of collective action. This is consistent with their non-prescriptive approach towards stewardship.\(^{73}\)

The FSC Code addresses collective action in only brief terms. It states that asset managers should disclose in their stewardship statement, ‘where relevant,’ their approach to ‘collaborative engagement with other investors including involvement with industry groups and associations’.\(^{74}\) Besides the reference to ‘industry groups and associations’, the FSC Code does not elaborate on the forms of collective action which investors could undertake.

The ACSI Code goes somewhat further. Principle 3 of the ACSI Code is headed ‘Asset Owners Should Engage with Companies (Either Directly, Indirectly or Both)’.\(^{75}\) Under this principle, the code acknowledges that investors can undertake engagement ‘in collaboration with other investors’.\(^{76}\) It also observes that collective action may be helpful where investors wish to escalate issues of concern. It notes how, in these circumstances, investors could raise their concerns collectively with asset managers or other asset owners, or hold discussions with ‘other equity, bondholders or stakeholders’.\(^{77}\)

An interesting feature of the ACSI Code is that it highlights a distinction between direct and indirect forms of collective action. Specifically, it notes that collective action can be undertaken ‘with other individual asset owners’ or ‘through a third-party service provider’.\(^{78}\) As this chapter will show, the latter form of collective influence-wielding is prominent in the Australian market.

---

\(^{71}\) UK Code (n 6) 19. See Chapter [x] for further details regarding stewardship in the United Kingdom.

\(^{72}\) Ibid.

\(^{73}\) Ibid.

\(^{74}\) See above, Part II(2).

\(^{75}\) FSC Code (n 36) 10.

\(^{76}\) ACSI Code (n 50) 10.

\(^{77}\) Ibid 8, 10.

\(^{78}\) Ibid 10–11.
IV How Institutional Investors Use Collective Action as a Stewardship Tool in Australia

1 Overtly Aggressive Interventions

Overtly aggressive activist interventions, such as board spills and other high-profile public campaigns, are not common in Australia. Industry research reports an average of approximately 75 activist campaigns a year in the period 2013–17. This is in the context of a market comprised of more than 2000 listed entities. These campaigns predominantly targeted small-capitalisation companies.

Overseas hedge funds, domestic activist investors, and institutional investors did not play a prominent role in these campaigns. Evidence suggests, instead, that overtly aggressive campaigns are largely undertaken by non-institutional blockholders, such as company founders, trading companies, private investment vehicles and entrepreneurs.

The low-levels of hedge fund activism mean that, to date, Australia has not witnessed the type of ‘wolf pack’ collective action seen in other jurisdictions, or the interaction between activist investors and institutional investors highlighted in the United States by Gilson and Gordon.

However, in recent years, environmental and social activists have begun to play a role that is somewhat analogous to the role of hedge funds described by Gilson and Gordon. At several annual shareholder meetings of large capitalisation companies in 2018, environmental and social activists tabled voting


82 JP Morgan (n 80) (reporting that 77% of campaigns targeted companies with a market capitalisation of less than AUD$100 million). A 2018 report by Activist Insight and Schulte Roth & Zabel reports that nearly two-thirds of Australian companies targeted in 2018 had a market capitalisation of less than US$50 million, which they describe as a ‘historical pattern’: Activist Insight and Schulte Roth & Zabel, The Activist Investing Annual Review 2019 (2019) 6, 23.

83 JP Morgan (n 80) 8 (reporting that dedicated activist funds accounted for only 24% of campaigns in 2016, up from 12% in 2014); Activist Insight and Arnold Bloch Leibler, Shareholder Activism in Australia: A Review of Trends in Activist Investing (2016) 5 (reporting that the capital available for domestic activist funds is ‘scarce’). As to the limited involvement of institutional investors in such campaigns, see JP Morgan (n 80) 9; Activist Insight and Arnold Bloch Leibler 5–6; Myriam Robin, ‘Rise in Share Activism Unlikely’ The Sydney Morning Herald (Sydney, 12 May 2017) 26 (noting anecdotal evidence regarding the disinclination of institutional investors to undertake aggressive activist interventions).

84 JP Morgan (n 80) 8 (reporting that the ‘bulk’ of campaigns identified by its research were undertaken by ‘usually existing investors’ in small-capitalisation companies who are ‘often one-time activists’). The findings of the unpublished doctoral research by one of this paper’s authors reports similar findings: see Bowley (n 79).

85 Bowley (n 79).

86 See above n 14.

87 Gilson and Gordon (n 67).
proposals addressing ESG-related concerns, such as requesting more comprehensive disclosure from companies regarding climate change risks. These proposals appear to have provided an opportunity for institutional investors to escalate their ESG-related concerns. A number of them received significant levels of shareholder support, including from institutional investors. Although these interventions have been high-profile, in absolute terms they are, however, relatively infrequent.

2 Coordinated Share Voting

Institutional investors do not appear to routinely seek to coordinate their share voting. Although Australia’s takeover laws constrain such behaviour, this, of itself, does not appear to explain institutions’ infrequent attempts to form voting blocks. This is because a safe-harbour existed for nearly 20 years, which permitted institutional investors to coordinate their share voting at shareholder meetings in precisely this way. In 2015, ASIC reported that it was aware of only one instance of institutions relying on the safe-harbour during that period. Based on market feedback, ASIC concluded that institutions’ reluctance to use the safe-harbour was due to the fact that institutional investors primarily sought to engage with companies in behind-the-scenes interactions rather than at shareholder meetings. Another possible explanation, not explored by ASIC, is whether the emergence of proxy advisers may have contributed to a degree of standardisation in institutions’ voting practices, negating the need for institutions to coordinate their voting directly.

In light of the apparent lack of demand from investors for a safe-harbour to permit them to coordinate their share voting, ASIC declined to renew the safe harbour.

---


89 Each of the companies targeted was in the S&P/ASX 200 index, which is comprised of substantial listed entities. Proxy votes in favour of the ESG resolutions represented on average 18.6% of all proxy votes; in two cases, proxy votes in favour of the resolutions exceeded 40%; ibid. As these proposals targeted large companies, in which institutional investors tend to concentrate their investments, this voting data suggests that these proposals attracted material levels of voting support from institutions.

90 Ibid.

91 Ibid 9 (noting that in 2018, in relation to the 200 largest entities included in the S&P/ASX 200 index, there were seven such interventions, involving four companies).

92 See below, Part V(4).

93 The safe-harbour was contained in Australian Securities and Investments Commission, Class Order 00/455 Collective Action by Institutional Investors (4 October 2013).


95 Ibid 10.

96 See below, Part IV(4) for discussion of the role of proxy advisers in Australia.

97 Australian Securities and Investments Commission (n 94) 12.
Behind-the-Scenes Engagement with Companies

Consistent with ASIC’s observation, evidence indicates that there is indeed a significant amount of private interaction (or ‘engagement’) between institutional investors and their investee companies in Australia.98 However, it is unclear to what extent institutions seek to leverage their influence by undertaking their engagement activities collectively. Investors’ stewardship disclosures made in accordance with the Australian Codes frequently contain only generic statements regarding investors’ approach to collective engagement with companies. Examples include non-specific statements such as ‘engagement can be undertaken … in collaboration with other investors’99 and ‘[w]here appropriate, we will hold joint engagement meetings with other investors who share our concerns’.100

A number of stewardship disclosures suggest that institutions only resort to joint engagement as an escalation mechanism in relation to major governance concerns. The stewardship statement of the superannuation fund, AustralianSuper, notes that collective action may be reserved for more difficult engagements in order to ‘amplify our voice and influence’.101 Fund manager, JP Morgan, notes that, as part of its escalation approach, ‘we will hold joint engagement meetings with other investors who share our concerns’.102 The fund manager, Colonial, notes that ‘[t]he vast majority of our engagement is conducted by each team directly with companies’.103 However, as part of its escalation approach, ‘we might collaborate on further engagement with other like-minded investors’.104

In recent years, instances have come to light in the financial press of institutional investors collectively pushing for changes in the affairs of prominent listed companies.105 However, it is not possible to establish how common this form of collective action is in practice based on this anecdotal evidence.

98 See, eg, Productivity Commission, Executive Remuneration in Australia (19 December 2009) 303 (noting a submission from the representative body for company directors that ‘there has been a considerable increase in active engagement by large institutional investors’).
100 JP Morgan Asset Management, Principles of Internal Governance and Asset Stewardship (29 November 2018) [3.2], [3.5]. See also ChristianSuper, Stewardship Statement: 1 July 2017 to 30 June 2018 (2018) 3 (referring to their preparedness to ‘work[] with likeminded investors’).
102 JP Morgan Asset Management (n 100) [3.2], [3.5].
104 Ibid 14. See also Cbus, Escalation Process <https://www.cbussuper.com.au/about-us/sustainability/escalation-process> accessed 25 November 2019 (noting that escalation may include ‘[e]xpressing concerns … collectively with asset managers or other asset owners’ and ‘[h]olding discussions with other equity, bondholders or stakeholders’). 
105 See, eg, Mercedes Ruehl and Robert Harley, ‘How the Wild, Wild Westfield Restructure Deal Was Eventually Won’ The Australian Financial Review (Sydney, 29 December 2014) 38 (reporting how a ‘cabal of institutions’ opposed a restructuring transaction involving Westfield Retail and Westfield Group); Elizabeth Knight, ‘Shareholders Ignored Bluff and Raised the Stakes’ The Sydney Morning Herald (Sydney, 27 November 2019)
An interesting feature of the Australian landscape is the significant role played by intermediary organisations in facilitating institutional investors’ collective influence in the governance of listed companies.

Industry bodies, in particular, are a long-established feature of the Australian governance landscape and play an important role in advocating for the interests of institutional investors in Australia. As noted earlier, the two principal industry bodies are the FSC and ACSI. The FSC can trace its origins to the Australian Investment Managers Group (‘AIMG’), which was established in 1990. The AIMG’s purposes included assisting investors to take action against companies where warranted. ACSI was established in 2001 by industry superannuation funds to advocate for the funds’ interests in matters of corporate governance. Today, both ACSI and the FSC advocate for law reform, publish policies outlining investors’ expectations regarding the governance practices of publicly-traded companies, and are members of the ASX Corporate Governance Council, the body which issues the ‘comply or explain’ corporate governance code applicable to ASX-listed entities. They also occasionally engage in high-profile company-specific governance interventions.

In their stewardship disclosures, investors often cite their involvement in industry bodies as a form of collective action. Stewardship disclosures also refer to organisations which represent the collective interests of investors on specific ESG-related issues. Examples include the Investor Group on Climate

22 (noting how a ‘wall of shareholders’ demanded board change at the bank, Westpac, in light of its alleged serious breaches of money laundering laws).


107 Ibid 600.

108 Ibid.

109 For an overview of the history and activities of ACSI, see Mees and Smith (n 34).

110 See, eg, Nassim Khadem, ‘Investors Willing to Flex Muscle Against Companies’, The Sydney Morning Herald (Sydney, 9 May 2018) 21 (noting how ACSI demanded board change at financial services group, AMP, and observing that ‘this is not the first time ACSI … has moved to influence companies’); James Eyers and Jemima Whyte, ‘UniSuper, ACSI Split Over Bloodletting’ The Australian Financial Review (Sydney, 28 November 2019) 4 (reporting ACSI’s call for board change at the bank, Westpac, in light of its alleged breaches of money laundering laws).

111 Colonial First State (n 103) 16 (‘[o]ccasionally we engage with companies alongside other investors as part of an industry group’); JP Morgan Asset Management (n 100) [3.5] (disclosing that collective engagement activities include ‘indirect engagement through industry bodies’).
Institutional investors also rely on engagement firms to facilitate their private interactions with investee companies. These firms undertake behind-the-scenes engagement assignments with companies on behalf of multiple investor clients. The principal organisations are Regnan and ACSI. Regnan and ACSI report material levels of activity. For example, in 2017–18, ACSI held 227 meetings with 152 companies in the S&P/ASX 300 index. In 2018, Regnan undertook 86 engagements with 55 companies in the S&P/ASX 200 index, covering issues such as climate change, human capital management, ethical business conduct, board composition and independence, and ESG disclosures. Hermes EOS also reports some activity in Australia.

Institutions’ stewardship disclosures indicate that investors use engagement firms in order to leverage their influence and achieve economies in their engagement activities. The pension fund, AustralianSuper, states that using ACSI’s engagement services enables AustralianSuper to ‘expand the breadth of our engagement coverage and strengthen our voice and influence’.

Research by the Australian Institute of Directors into institutional investor share voting and engagement practices


114 See, eg, AustralianSuper (n 112); UniSuper (n 112).

115 Cbus (n 113).


117 Investors note their use of engagement firms in their stewardship disclosures: see, eg, Pendal Group, Principles of Internal Governance and Asset Stewardship (July 2018) 9; ChristianSuper (n 100) 3 (disclosing its use of ACSI); Cbus (n 113) (disclosing that it uses ACSI for ASX 300 holdings and Hermes EOS for global shareholdings).

118 In addition to its role as industry advocate, ACSI also provides engagement services to those of its members who subscribe for this service.

119 AustralianSuper (n 113) 21.

120 Pendal Group, Corporate Sustainability and Responsibility 2018 (2018) 2.

121 Hermes EOS, Public Engagement Report Q3 2018 (2018) 2 (reporting engagement with two companies in relation to environmental concerns). In March 2019, ACSI and Hermes EOS announced they had entered into an agreement to pool their engagement services, giving investors access to ACSI’s services in the Australian market and Hermes’ services in overseas markets: Australian Council of Superannuation Investors, ACSI and Hermes EOS to Share Company Engagement Expertise (12 March 2019).

concludes that, through their ongoing interaction with investors, engagement firms can be ‘highly influential’ in developing the views of institutional investors into consensus positions on corporate governance issues.  

Proxy advisers also play a role in facilitating institutions’ collective influence. By analysing and providing recommendations regarding voting proposals, proxy firms make it feasible for institutional investors to exercise their voting power in relation to the significant number of voting proposals put before them each year. Proxy advisers’ policies and guidelines also augment institutional investor ‘voice’ by making clear to companies the expectations of institutional investors and the intermediaries that advise them.

V Lessons from Australia

1 Collective Action is Not a Simple Governance Phenomenon

In theory, market conditions in Australia suggest that it would be both feasible and beneficial for institutions to undertake their stewardship activities collectively. Nonetheless, direct forms of collective action — such as investors jointly undertaking proxy contests, coordinating their share voting or jointly engaging behind-the-scenes with corporate managers — are not common in practice. Institutional investors’ stewardship statements suggest that they reserve direct forms of collective action for serious governance concerns only.

Evidence indicates instead that investors more typically wield collective influence through intermediary organisations such as industry bodies and engagement firms. In this regard, the Australian experience

123 Australian Institute of Company Directors, Institutional Share Voting and Engagement: Exploring the Links between Directors, Institutional Shareholders and Proxy Advisers (September 2011) 45.


125 Australian Institute of Company Directors (n 123) 71 (noting that institutional investors can receive voting proposals from up to 300 companies each year, the majority of which need to be addressed within a two-month ‘peak AGM season’ which occurs in October and November).

126 Ben Power, ‘Proxy Music’ (2018) 34 Company Director 42, 45 (quoting a commissioner of the Australian corporate regulator who observes that proxy advisers ‘play an important role … promoting a focus on corporate governance issues relevant to shareholders’).

127 See above, Part I.
is not unique. Overseas commentators have also noted the role of intermediaries in leveraging institutional investor influence in corporate governance.128

It can make considerable sense for institutions to undertake their stewardship activities collectively through intermediary organisations, as opposed to forming ad hoc coalitions and directly engaging with companies. By acting through an intermediary, an investor does not need to assume the role (and directly bear the cost) of initiating and coordinating an intervention.129 Moreover, free-riding concerns are mitigated where an intermediary organisation has a significant membership or client base.130 Intermediaries specialise in representing the interests of institutional investors and, as a result of this focus, may accumulate knowledge and expertise that enables them to achieve economies unavailable to ad hoc coalitions of investors. Because they are ‘repeat players’, intermediaries may also be able to adopt a strategic approach towards their governance activities. In the Australian context, Mees and Smith claim that ACSI has adopted a ‘gradualist, due process approach … with their biannually updated corporate governance guides consistently more progressive and demanding than those issued by other key institutions’.131

The foregoing considerations are likely to be significant ones for institutional investors given their limited incentives to engage in corporate governance activities.132

There are potentially two additional explanations for the significant role played by intermediary organisations in Australia. First, the activities of intermediaries will generally fall outside of the reach of Australia’s restrictive acting-in-concert takeover laws. In summary, these complex laws can subject investors who coordinate their governance activities to significant regulatory consequences, including public filing obligations, restrictions on acquiring shares in the target company, and the risk of criminal or civil sanctions for breaching Australia’s 20% takeovers ‘threshold’.133 However, the law contains an exemption which applies to service providers such as engagement and proxy firms.134 In addition, stewardship activities undertaken by an industry body will generally fall outside the reach of takeover laws provided the activities are based on the body’s independent assessment of where its members’

128 See, eg, Balp and Strampelli (n 68); Tuch (n 124). See also [Italy chapter], which notes the role of the investor organisation, Assogestioni, in facilitating shareholder influence-wielding in Italian corporate governance.


130 Balp and Strampelli (n 68).

131 Mees and Smith (n 34) 86.

132 See above n 65–7 and accompanying text.

133 For an overview, see Australian Securities and Investments Commission, Regulatory Guide 128 Collective Action by Investors (June 2015).

134 Corporations Act 2001 (Cth), s 16(1)(a).
interests lie and do not involve an agreement or understanding with its investor-members regarding the conduct of an intervention against a particular company.  

Second, by acting through intermediaries, individual investors are able to avoid direct confrontation with companies. Commentators have claimed that owing to the small, concentrated and interconnected nature of the Australian market, investors can be reluctant to engage in confrontational behaviour with investee companies. This would suggest that investors may see advantage in allowing intermediaries to take the lead in engaging with companies and advocating for the interests of investors.

2 Exploring the Governance Significance of Intermediary-led Stewardship

The Australian experience highlights the governance potential of intermediary-led stewardship. Whereas Professors Gilson and Gordon emphasise the role of activist hedge funds in leveraging the governance influence of rationally reticent institutional investors, experience in Australia suggests that intermediary organisations can play a similar role. It is important that both policy makers and researchers appreciate this potential governance significance of intermediaries.

That said, there is some divergence of views regarding the effectiveness of intermediary-led stewardship. Balp and Strampelli go so far as to suggest that intermediaries are a ‘promising lever by which to foster a more convincing and viable corporate governance role for non-activist institutional investors’ and, in particular, may ‘activate passively managed funds with particularly weak financial incentives for being active’. Others suggest there are limits to intermediary-led stewardship. In a 2011 report, the UK Financial Reporting Council criticised investors’ apparent preference for undertaking collective action through governance intermediaries and claimed that direct collective action is preferable for addressing significant corporate governance concerns:

[M]any statements around the principle of collective engagement focused on membership of collective bodies. While this is welcome, it skirts round the main reason for [encouraging

---

135 See also Hill (n 106) 606-7 (concluding that takeover laws should not present a barrier to the activities of industry bodies).

136 See, eg, Paul Garvey, ‘Short-selling Attack Intensifies’ The Australian (Sydney, 24 March 2017) 23 (quoting an Australian activist investor who claims that ‘[t]he number of people who operate in this market, be it at fund management level, broker level, management level, is very small … Most people here would know each other within two or three degrees of separation in the corporate world, and I think that means people here are probably more reluctant to genuinely confront [corporate] underperformance’).

137 This consideration has also been noted outside of the Australian context: see Dimson, Karakas and Li (n 129) 11.

138 Gilson and Gordon (n 67).

139 Balp and Strampelli (n 68).
investors to engage in collective action], which is the need for investors to be able to join forces at critical moments to ensure that boards acknowledge and respond to their concerns. Doidge et al note that intermediary-led stewardship may be less well suited for addressing company-specific issues, such as issues of commercial strategy. They claim that there is likely to exist a greater variation in the views of individual investors regarding such company-specific issues, making it more costly for intermediaries to establish a common viewpoint on which to base an intervention. If this is indeed correct, intermediary-led activism may not serve as a functional substitute for the role of hedge funds highlighted by Gilson and Gordon.

Jurisdiction-specific considerations are likely to be relevant to this debate. For example, the Australian investment community is relatively small, has an established tradition of using industry bodies to advocate for its interests, and is serviced by relatively few industry bodies and engagement firms. In jurisdictions without such features, it may be unrealistic to expect intermediaries to play a significant role in mobilising investors’ stewardship activities. Any analysis of the governance significance of intermediaries may therefore need to pay close regard to market conditions in particular jurisdictions.

3 **Recognising the Varieties of Collective Action When Developing Stewardship Norms**

The Australian codes do not prescribe in detail what is expected of investors in terms of collective action. As explained earlier, ACSI has expressed concern regarding this approach, arguing that it may be necessary to introduce a single code containing minimum standards, in order to promote greater consistency in investors’ stewardship activities. Given that the Australian codes currently address

---


142 According to Doidge et al, it generally makes more sense for intermediaries to pursue ‘process proposals’ in relation to mainstream issues of corporate governance practice. This is because such proposals can be proposed in respect of multiple companies (enabling economies of scale) and because such proposals are likely to be easier to formulate since investors’ views on ‘process’ issues are likely to be more closely aligned than in respect of highly company-specific issues; ibid. Highlighting this point, the Australian press recently reported a divergence in views between ACSI and one of its members, the superannuation fund UniSuper, over the issue of which directors should be removed from the board of the bank, Westpac, in light of serious allegations of compliance failure at that bank: Eyers and Whyte (n 110).

143 See n 136 above and accompanying text.

144 See Part IV(4) above.

145 Ibid.

146 Tuch suggests that industry bodies have played a significant role in the UK because of (i) the geographical proximity of institutional investors in that country; (ii) shareholders in English companies enjoy favourable legal rights; and (iii) policy settings have encouraged investors to participate in corporate governance. Tuch notes that, in contrast, industry organisations are less prominent in the United States and suggests this may be due to the geographical dispersion of significant investors in the United States, weaker shareholder rights and a more management-centred approach to corporate governance. See Tuch (n 124) 1488–89.

147 See n 61–64 above and accompanying text.
collective action in very general terms, any such overhaul of the Australian approach to stewardship would need to consider, among other things, the extent to which collective action should be addressed in more prescriptive terms.

This chapter’s analysis indicates that formulating more prescriptive requirements regarding collective action would not necessarily be straightforward. In view of the varieties of collective action highlighted by this chapter, a key challenge would involve determining what forms of collective should be prescribed. This would require consideration of the issues noted in the previous section regarding the feasibility, and relative effectiveness, of different forms of collective action.

This chapter’s analysis also suggests that it is necessary for investors’ stewardship statements to provide more detailed disclosure concerning collective action. The generic disclosures commonly found in Australian investors’ stewardship statements — such as claims that investors are prepared to act ‘with other like-minded investors’ or utilise the services of an intermediary organisation148 — provide little insight into what this chapter has revealed to be a varied governance practice. In order for outsiders to properly appreciate the nature, extent and impact of investors’ stewardship activities, it would seem necessary for investors to report, in more particular terms, on the forms of collective action they undertake, the circumstances in which different forms of collective action are used, and the extent to which they are used.

The recently revised UK Code illustrates a potential approach. Principle 10 of the UK Code requires signatories, where necessary, to participate in collaborative engagement to influence companies. The UK Code requires signatories to disclose what forms of collaborative engagement they have participated in and why, ‘including those undertaken directly or by others on their behalf’.149 The last phrase would appear to acknowledge that collective action can be undertaken directly or through intermediaries. Consistent with the new code’s approach of requiring investors’ stewardship disclosures to focus on activities and outcomes,150 Principle 10 requires investors to disclose the issues addressed by their collective action, the method of collective action used, their own role and contribution in relation to the collective action, and the outcomes of the collective action.151 Assuming that, in practice, investors give effect to the UK Code’s desire for disclosures to be ‘as specific and as transparent as possible’,152 Principle 10’s disclosure requirements should prompt disclosures which are more granular than the current non-specific disclosures observed, for example, in the stewardship statements of Australian investors. Such particularised disclosures should enable observers to understand better the

148 See n 99–100, 111 above and accompanying text.
149 UK Code (above n 6) 19.
150 Ibid 6.
151 Ibid 19.
152 Ibid 6.
role played by collective action and its significance as a mechanism for facilitating investors’ stewardship activities.

4 Collective Stewardship and Acting-in-Concert Rules

Acting-in-concert rules ensure that persons who accumulate voting power through cooperative stake-building or the coordinated exercise of shareholder influence are subject to takeover regulation. These rules can apply to shareholders who act collectively in relation to the governance of their companies and are often regarded as a constraint on collective action. The Australian experience suggests, however, that a more subtle analysis is required when considering the precise impact of acting-in-concert rules on investors’ attempts to wield collective influence in corporate governance.

This point can be highlighted by reference to the attempt by the Australian regulator, the Australian Securities and Investments Commission (‘ASIC’), to accommodate collective action under Australia’s acting-in-concert rules. In Regulatory Guide 128: Collective Action by Investors (‘RG 128’), issued in 2015, ASIC outlined the scope which it believes exists for shareholders to engage in collective action without attracting the operation of Australian takeover law. According to RG 128, acting-in-concert rules do not apply where shareholders exchange information or views with one another, exhort each other to address issues of concern, or jointly raise ‘general issues’ of concern with corporate managers. ASIC also indicates that it is unlikely to take enforcement action in respect of temporary collective action which seeks to promote ‘the improvement of a company’s corporate governance’ – which it defines as collective action directed at mainstream corporate governance concerns, such as better disclosure practices and more comprehensive board performance evaluation processes.

However, RG 128 provides little comfort for investors who wish to use collective action to escalate their governance concerns. RG 128 cautions that ‘if … conduct extends to the formulation of joint proposals to be pursued together or there is an understanding that the investors will act or vote in a

---


154 The Walker Review, for example, recognised that collective shareholder action could sometimes collide with, and contravene these rules: Walker Review (n 5) [5.44].

155 The extent to which collective action should be accommodated by acting-in-concert rules has been explored by regulators in several jurisdictions: see, eg, Ana Taleska, ‘Shareholder Proponents as Control Acquirers: A British, German and Italian Perspective on the Regulation of Collective Shareholder Activism via Takeover Rules’ (2018) 19 European Business Organization LR 797.

156 Australian Securities and Investments Commission (n 133).

157 Ibid Table 1.

158 Ibid [128.49].

159 Ibid [128.50].
particular way, then concerns may arise’. It states that if shareholders threaten to pursue their objectives by coordinating their voting or collectively seeking to change the composition of a company’s board, such conduct is likely to trigger the application of the acting-in-concert rules.

RG 128’s accommodation of low-intensity forms of collective action should provide comfort to investors who seek to engage in lower-intensity forms of stewardship - such as information sharing and non-confrontational engagement with investee companies. However, it is questionable whether RG 128 will significantly enhance the overall levels of this type of collective stewardship by investors. This is because, as this chapter shows, these types of lower intensity collective action are already facilitated to a significant extent by intermediary organisations, including industry bodies and engagement firms, whose activities are not generally caught by acting-in-concert rules.

The more significant aspect of RG 128 is arguably its hostile stance towards higher intensity forms of collection action, such as investors jointly making demands or threatening to exercise their collective voting power against the re-election of directors. As this chapter shows, it appears that investors are more likely to engage in direct forms of collective action in order to assist them in undertaking these more difficult forms of intervention. It is therefore possible that RG 128 fails to provide regulatory latitude for collective stewardship in situations where such latitude is most needed.

The Australian experience highlights, therefore, the need for any attempt to accommodate collective stewardship under acting-in-concert laws to be guided by a thorough understanding of the actual role and nature of collective action in any given jurisdiction.

VI Conclusion

Australia provides an interesting case study concerning the role of collective action as a form of stewardship. It reveals collective action to be a nuanced governance practice. In particular, it highlights the significance of intermediary-led collective action and argues that this form of collective action warrants further research, as well as more detailed consideration when developing stewardship norms. The Australian experience also highlights the potential regulatory challenge of accommodating collective action under acting-in-concert rules, yielding insights which are relevant to regulators and researchers in other jurisdictions who are examining the intersection of collective action and takeover law.

160 Ibid Table 1.
161 Ibid Tables 1, 2 and 3.
162 See above Part IV(4).
163 See above, Part IV(3).
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